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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Institute within its limited resources started the National Survey on water
hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes), cattail (Typha australis) and other noxious weeds
infestation of water bodies in Nigeria in the year 2000. This exercise ws concluded in
2001 with the successful survey of most water bodies within the 36 States of the
Federation and the Federal Capital Territory.
Data were obtained by direct visitation of the water bodies and interaction with the
Officers of Fisheries Departments, River Basins and other water-related establishments
in the States and FCT. Highlights of the result from each State are separately
discussed. The results of this survey have shown that water hyacinth infestation of
inland water bodies in the country is more prominent in the Central and Southern zones.
The level of infestation however, is heaviest in water bodies of the Central zones such in
Kwara and Niger, and in the Southern riverine States of Lagos, Ogun and Ondo. The
situation in River Niger, and Lakes Kainji and Jebba has already attracted a lot of
national and international attention.
Of greater national importance is the emergence of Typha austratlis (cattail) a new
nuisance weed invading some water bodies in the country. This phenomenon is mostly
present in heavy proportions in the water bodies of the northern zones. And in the rest
of the country, the problem is also emerging.
Apart from clogging waterways and irrigation canals thereby inhibiting navigation,
cattail constitutes other problems such as siltation of tie banks/shoreIirs of lakes and
rivers, providing conducive environment for breeding of quella birus which are
destructive to crops especially in areas of large mono-cropping systems such as
irrigated farming schemes.
It is recommended that each State should therefore, consider within its annual
budget, at sustainable level, to develop a control programme within its Environmental
Protection Agency. NIFFR's experience and expertise in the management and control of
water hyacinth and other aquatic plants could b useful to the various States in this
regard.
Prof. B.M.B. Ladu
Director/CEO
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CHAPTER ONEt NTRODUCTION
Worldwide, fewer than 20 of approximately 700 aquatic plant species are
considered as major weeds, Of these, eight species Eichhornia crassipes (water
hyacinth), P1st/a stratiotes (water lettuce), Salvinia nymphellula (water fern),
Ceratophyllum demersum (ceratôphyllum), Tyha australis (cattail), Nymphea lotus (water
lily), yperus papyrus (reed), Vossia cusp/data (vossia) and Phragmites karka (reed)
:have been incriminated as weeds of the aquatic systems in Nigeria. At present the most
significant of these are water hyacinth, cattail; water lettuce and water lily in that orderôf
noxiousness. However, this report emphasizes more on the prevalence of the two
(Water hyacinth and Cattail) as the most troublesome and harmful when compared with
the other weeds
The highly celebrated aquatic weed, Water hyacinth, firrappeared in Nigeria water
systems in September 1984 along the Badagry creek in Lagos State as few unknown
strands. The noxious and invading weed entered the Nigerian coastal waters through the
Porto Novo Creek in the Republic of Benin but has continued to expand. In the eighties
surveys carried out revealed that only the coastal intricate systems of waterways made
up of rivers, lagoons and creeks in Lagos, Ogun, Edo, Delta and beyond were infested
by water hyacinth (Akinyemiju, 1987).
Consequently, to stem the invasiveness of water hyacinth, the Federal Government
of Nigeria through the National Agency for Science and Engineering Infrastructure
(NASENI) set up a control programme to eradicate the weed. During this period there
was no any indication that the weed Would ever enter the inland water systems since the
National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research, New Bussa (NIFFR) had collected
over a decade data on aquatic vegetation communities on most large water. bodies
including Kainji, Jebba Lakes, river Kaduna and Baguada lake (Obot, 1986; 1988).
Suddenly the weed (Water hyacinth) appeared in 1989 on Lake Kainji and expanded
rapidly posing problems to hydro — electric power generation s well as to navigation,
irrigation, fisheries and flood control. To the fisherfolk the weed is considered harmful in
many ways: e.g. "sending away fish", harbouring snakes, preventing navigation,
blocking beaches, dislodging gill nets and killing out some highly desirable and nutritious
herbaceous species
The prevalence of this weed continued to be of-great concern to the government
and affectd communities. Thus in 1994, the Federal Government financially enabled
the NIFFR to evolve research on control strategies to complement efforts put in place in
the coastal areas.
Despite the control measures at both coastal and freshwater systems to combat the
menace of the weed, national survey result in 1995 ,lrdicated that 20 States oçit of the 36
States and Federal Capital Territory had been infested by water hyacinth.
Today secondary information has confirmed the presence of the weed in several
other water bodies. And yet no recent survey to confirm this fragmented information. In
view of the plant aggressiveness and invasiveness and its associated problems the
Federal Government of Nigeria at the 1999 meeting of the National Council on
Agriculturemandated the NIFFR, New Bussa to carry out a nation-wide survey of water
hyacinth, cattail and other weeds infestation in all the water bodies.
Unlike water hyacinth, not much information is available in terms of the biology,
ecology and management of the cattail. Nevertheless, the presence of cattail in the
water bodies around farming and fishing communities in most Northern States,
particularly, Jigawa, Yobe, Kano, Sokoto, Katsina and Borno has continued to constitute
serious concerns to their economic and sociological activities. Apart from the hazardous
effects on fishing crafts, landing and berthing, the weed obstructs navigation especially
to artisanal fisherfolk.
1.1 Objectives
This survey was carried out with the following objectives:
- To identify the major water bodies infested by the weeds.
- To make an inventory of the different aquatic weeds with special reference to
Eichhornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea lotus, Typha australis and Salvinia
nymphellula.
- To identify problems and prospects associated with these aquatic weeds.
- To enumerate the existing control measures.
2
CHAPTER TWO
2. STUDY AREAS AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 Nigeria and its hydrological description
Nigeria lies between 3° and 14° 401E of the Greenwich Meridian and Latitudes 4°
and 14°N of the Equator. The climate is tropical, characterized by high temperatures and
humidity as well as two marked seasons wet, and dry. Though there are variations
between Southern and Northern belts, total rainfall decreases from the coast to the
hinterland. The South below Latitudes 8°N receives annual rainfall varying between
1,500mm and 4,000mm and the extreme North between 500mm and 1,000mm.
Two great river systems, the Niger-Benue and the Chad Basin systems dominate its
hydrology. Most rivers with exception of a few, empty directly into the Atlantic Ocean
(Cross River, Osun, Ogun, Imo, Qua lboe and a few others). All other flowing waters
ultimately find their way into the Chad Basin or down the lower Niger to the sea. These
river systems (NigerBenue and Chad Basin) are separated by a primary watershed
extending north-east and north-west from the Bauchi Plateau which is the main source
of their principal tributaries. North-west of the Plateau lies the elevated, drift-covered
plain of central Hausa-land which is drained by numerous streams all flowing outwards
to join the major tributaries. Although the major inland water bodies of Nigeria are found
basically in eight hydrological areas (Ita, 1993) this report re-classified these into five.
These are 1) Upper/Lower Niger, 2) Upper/Lower Benue River and Chad Basin, 3)
Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto-Rima River, 4) Osun-Ogun and Owena River and 5)
Anambra-Imo, Niger Delta and Cross River Basins (Fig.1). Each Basin is separately
described.
2.1.1 Upper/Lower Niger River Basins
2.1 1.1 Climate
The Upper and Lower Niger River Basins lie between latitudes 6°50' — 110 50' and
longitudes 3° — 10° 40' (Fig. 1). In general, the rainfall regime decreases considerably
from the northern to the southern portions of the study area. Apart from latitudinal
variation considerable differences occur as a result of altitudinal differences.
The rainy season in the north spreads from May to October with a single peak in
August. In the south, two peaks mark the rainy season and that spread from March to
Novembef. In Lokoja area to the south, rainfall is about 1270mm with rainy season
length of 240 days. Around Jos plateau, the rainfall rises to about 1270mm as a result of
Orographic effects of the higher elevations. Generally, the length of the dry season
rarely exceeds 6 months within the Benin/Niger trough thus its major tributaries flow
throughout the year
2.1.1.2 Vegetation
The vegetation within the study area is of the guinea savanna vegetation zone,
Keay (1959). Again as a result of topographic changes, rainfall differences and edaphic
factors, some pockets of other distinct vegetation types are supported within the study
area
3
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2.1.1.3 Soils and geology
The study area is underlain mainly by the Precambrian basement complex, which
covers more than haif of the entire area of northern Nigeria. The cretaceous sediments
also underlie the remaining area of the Niger
— Benue trough. The southerly area of
Niger State. (Kontagora — Mokwa- Bida) up to the Niger River valley is covered by gently
undulating landscape underlain by the Nupe sandstone. In the Benue river basin area
there are pockets of recent sedimentary rocks, sandstone, slate and limestone. There
are also comparatively small areas of volcanic lava around J05 and the Mambilla hills.
2.1.2 Upper/Lower Benue Rivers and Chad Basins
2.1.2.1 Location
The Basins are made up of Adämawa, Bauchi, Borno, Gombe, Taraba and Yobe
States. According to Satia (1990) these States fall within latitude 9° and 13°N and
longitude 8°E and 14° 5'E (Fig.1).
2.1.2.2 Vegetation
Based on the vegetation map of Nigeria, the States in the study area are situated
within the Sahelian Zone while Southern Adamawa and Bauchi are mainly in the
Northern Guinea Zone (Udo 1975). Agro-ecologically, Borno, Yobe and Jigawa States
are dry sub-humid zones while Bauchi and Adamawa are sub-humid zones (Anon,
1992).
2.1.2.3 Climate
The climatic regime is characterised by a single dry season followed by a shorter
wet season. In the Sahel, mean annual rainfall is less than 500mm and may fall to
250mm (Kowal and Knabe 1972). In the Sudan Savanna it is 500-800mm while in the
Northern Guinea Savanna, it ranges between 800-1000mm. The number of wet months
is about four in the Northern Guinea Savanna zone to less than one month in the Sahel
zone. Mean annual temperature is 26°C increasing2 towards the Sahel zone to about
28°C. Humidity is very low throughout the dry season.
2.1.2.4 Evaporation
Potential evapo-transpiration in the zone exceeds rainfall except for the few wet
months. Excessive evapo-transpiration in the zone leads to water deficit for most part of
the year resulting in less leaching of the soils and neutral to alkaline soil reaction. (Van
Wanbeke 1982).
2.1.2.5 SoD
The' soils of the north east zone is generally very loose subsoil, slightly clayey sand
red to orange brown with not more than im deep. The soils are formed from windsorted
desert sand with evidence ol encroachment of the Sahara Desert (Oyenuga, 1967). The
major soil types are alluvial soil from southern Borno, ferrosol and ferruginous tropical for
northern Borno, Yobe and Jigawa States. Most of southern Jigawa and Yobe have
semi-arid brown and arid soil. Bauchi is a mixture of ferrosols, feruginous, lithosols and
vertisols, while Adamawa is mainly lithosols and vertisols and (Anon, 1992).
2.1.2.6 Water Resources:
The main source of surface water is relief and drains from rivers Yobe, Gongola,
Lake Chad, Lake AIau, Wetlands of Hadejia River Basin, Chad Basin and Upper Benue
— Gongola River Basin, earlier studies by lta et.al. (1985) estimated a total of over
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113661.9 hectares of reservoir and Lake Water. 190.31 of ponds and flood plains and 78
hectares of earth dams for cattle.
Th'ough, the area is endowed with surface water, it has even a greater reservoir of
underground water. Abstraction of water from the aquifers is very reliable (Ezeigbo and
OgbUkagu 1991). The yield of water from this zone is exemplified by several free-
flowing boreholes sited alon high ways for cattle and community drinking water sources
in Borno, Yobe and Jigawa States.
2.1.3 Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto-Rima Basins
2.1.3.1 Location
The Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto/Rima Basins of Nigeria lie between Latitudes
9° to 14°N and Longitudes 3.5° to 12°E. The States visited that form the Basins include
Kebbi, Sokoto, Zamfara, Kano, Jigawa and Katisna.
2.1.3.2 Climate
The zone has two distinct climatic patterns. Wet and dry seasons. A unimodal peak
with annual ranges between 500mm nd 1600mm characterizes the wetseason. All the
rain falls within 5 months. Rainfall begins by June and stop by October. The two
seasons are determined by the Intercontinental Covergence Zone (ITCZ) controlled by
two prevailing air masses: The Northeast Trade Winds which brings the harmattarn and
the South West trade winds which brings rainfall.
Relative humidity is highest during the wet rainy season and lowest in the cold
harmattarn periods. Average sunshine for the area is 8 hours while temperatures are
highest in April/May (ranging between 32°C and 40°C). Temperature is lowest in
December/January (ranging between 12°C and 17°C). All the conditiàns of rainfall,
temperature, relative humidity etc vary markedly from the South of the zone to the North.
2.1.3.3 Vegetation
The vegetation of the Basins varies from the southern part to the northern part
according to intensity and duration of rainfall. Generally the area falls Within the Sudan
Savannah characterized by short grasses and deciduous trees. The most common trees
are Vitellaria paradoxum, Acacia albeda and combretum micranthum. Annually, during
the dry season, bush fires burns out most of the grasses.
2.1.3.4 Soils
There are four major soil types within the Basins. The first type is the ferruginous
tropical soils found around the north Guinea Savannah area that extends into the
southern part of the Basins. The next is the weakly developed soils comprising of
regosóls, brown soils and reddish-brown soils with desert origin. This group of soils is
further north of the first group discussed earlier on. The third type is ferrisols while the
fourth is hydromorphic soils. Generally, the soils of the Basins consists of well-drained
soils with some of poorly drained and strongly leached sections.
2.1.3.5 Hydrology:
The Basins lie in a region drained by two major river systems. These are the river
Sokoto and rivers Hadejia/Jama'are. These major river systems constitute large wet
lands along their channels. From these, many water bodies and lakes have been
formed. Also intense draw down agriculture is done in these areas.
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2.1.3.6 Population
According to the 1991 population census the Basins have over 19 million people
(NPC, 1991), These are made up of 50% males and 50% females. About 80% of the
population are said to live in rural areas. These people engage mainly in Agriculture.
Poverty and illiteracy level within the Basins is also very high.
2.1.4 Osun-Ogun and Owena River Basins
2.1.4.1 Population
The States of Delta, Edo, Lagos, Ogun, Ondo, Ekiti, Osun and Oyo make the Osun-
Ogun Owena River Basins. They collectively cover 114,271 km2 that is approximately
12% of Nigeria's total area. The Basins are highly urbanized with population of
22,230670 in 1991, made up of 11,284,433 males and 11,046,237 females. The
population is projected to reach 40 million by 2010. Population density varies from
l94km2tol, 589 km2(NPC, 1991).
2.1.4.2 Vegetation
The vegetation zone varies from mangrove through diverse forest communities to
the woody Savannah. The major rivers in the Basins are the Ogun, Osun and Osse
rivers. The fisheries consists of capture and culture. Capture fisheries involves three
systems; the coastal marine, brackish and freshwater. Culture fisheries are limited to
earthen ponds and concrete tanks in the freshwaters.
2.1.5 Anambra-Imo, Niger Delta and Cross River Basins
2.1.5.1 Location:
The survey area (Miller et a!., 1991; Adedipe et a!., 1996) constitutes a significant
proportion of the East flank of the Niger Delta, most of it within the coastal belt. The
states in the survey area include Anambra, Enugu, Ebonyi, Abia, Imo, Cross River,
Akwa lbom, Rivers and Bayelsa, lying within Latitude 450_ 70 N and Longitude 7°- 9° E.
The Basins occupy a land mass measuring 240 km from the North to South and 240 km
from East to West with a total land area of 78.612 km2.
The area shares a boundary with the Republic of Cameroon to the east while the
River Niger and its creeks bound it to the west, and the Bight of Bonny to the South. Its
Northern —most towns include Nsukka to the West, Ogoja and Obudu to the East.
Bayelsa, Rivers and Akwa lbom States to the south occupy the area; and Enugu State to
the north. While Anambra, Abia, Ebonyi and Imo States occupy the center; Cross River
State stretching from the coast in the South to Benue State in north borders of the area
in the east.
Plains under 200m above sea level dominate the land surface of the area. The
characteristic trend of the topography is that of a gradual slow ascent from the Niger
Delta in the south west of the region to the eastern high Lands of the Oban Hills and the
Obudu Plateau both in Cross River State. The gradual ascent is interrupted by a series
of stop-like escarpments.
2.1.5.2 Climate
According to Adedipe et a!. (1996) the survey area is typically equatorial with two
main seasons: the rainy and the dry season. The rainy season, characterized by heavy
thunderstorms lasts from April to October, while the dry season covers the remaining
months of November to March during which there may be occasional rains. The on-set
of the rainy season in the coastal area may be as early as March, and the rainy season
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may last till mid-November. The monthly distribution of rainfall shows a noticeable
fluctuation in the month of August usually termed as the "August break". It enjoys over
3,500mm of rain with a double maximum (April-July and September—October) The high
rainfall- in this region causes much leaching in the very poOr soil, supporting coconut,
cashew nuts,, oil palm and similar plants. The Niger Delta region receives the least
sunshine time in Nigeria: 1500 hours per annum with July being especially cloudy. The
mean annual rainfall varies from 2250mm in the costal areas of Bayelsa, Rivers, Cross
River and Akwa Ibom states, to .about 1,500mm in the Northern fringes of Cross River,
Enugu and Anambra states. In most parts of the Basins, temperature is usually high afi
year round. The average minimum and maximum temperatures are about 25°C and
32°C, respectively. The rainy season is characterized throughout the area by relatively
high temperatures (25°C -33°C) and high relative humidity (85-95%).
The dry season is characterized by the dry harmattan winds whose intensity is more
vigorously felt on the northern parts of the Cross River, Enugu and Anambra States from
late November to early January than in the rest of.the area. The mean annual potential
evapo—transpiration (PET) varies from 1425mm in the coastal area of Akwa Ibom, Cross
River, Rivers and Bayelsa States to Th25mm in the northernmost areas of Anambra,
Plateau area of Cross River State the PET is particularly low, being about 1125mm.
2.1.5.3 Drainage
Drainage here refers to the network of streams in the Southeast zone. Only general
reference is made to the nature of ground water. Apart from the Delta region of cris
-
crossing creeks and channels and the smaller basins of the Kwa lboe, the Calabar, the
Great Kwa, and the Akpa, the study area is dominated by three drainage systems -the
Cross river, Niger-Anambra -Malu, and the Omo.
2.1.5.3.1 The Cross River System:
From its Mbu headwaters at an elevation of about 2,236m in the Republic of the
Cameroon to its mouth in the Calabar estuary in the Bight of Biafra, the Cross River is
about 540 kilometers long. The Cross River enters the South-eastern zone of Nigeria at
a point where it is joined by the north-flowing Awa tributary at the border between
Nigeria and Cameroon. Following a zig-zig course for some 25km, it emerges from
gorges-like valleys through Ikom to the' sea. The Total drainage area of the Cross River
is about 50,439 square kilometers. Of this only about 28,370 square kilometers are in
the South-eastern State.
Impeded drainage characterizes the Abakaliki area in the dry season and has
produced particular agriculture practices. The Cross River is the most navigable of the
streams in the Eastern State, especially between Ikom and its mouth where it flows and
meanders in a broad valley of wide plains of Abia/Cross River System.
2.1 .5.3.2 The Anambra - Manu System
The Anambra-Manu system has a total area of about 15, 497 square kilometers. Of
this the Anambra basin has a total area of 8,880 square kilometers. Of this, only about
1,153 sqtiare kilometers are within the south-eastern states. This is mostly in Anambra
State, with a little fraction in Enugu State.
The Anambra River with its headwater in Kogi State is approximately 23km long that
stretches from its source at an elevation of 350 metres to the false-bedded sandstone
formations of Ankpa. Its main tributary before entering the Eastern States in the Obudu
(110km long.), the Anambra river, flows into the Eastern States at Ogurugu, in Enugu
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state, where it is joined by the Ofu tributary (itself some 115km long). From here the
Anambra its line of weakness believed to be faulted enters the Niger at Onitsha in a
series of meanders of varying wavelengths over a lowland plain of about 120 meters in
elevation.
2.1.5.3.3 The Manu Basin
The Manu together with its p.rincipal tributary, Adada, has a total area of about 6,670
square kilometers, of which between three-fifths and two-third is contributed by the Manu
River. The Manu Basin extends from the western part of the Enugu-Awgu ridge in Enugu
State, to the Anambra basin that covers both Enugu and Anambra states.
As in the Cross River Basin, there is considerable influence of lithology on stream
development, pattern and density. For example, in the Lower Coal Measures, drainage
and channel frequency are very high, whereas in the false -bedded sandstone there is a
paucity of surface drainage owing to the high infHtration capacity of the sandstone
formations. Sand-filled dry valleys attributed to the influence of lithology and the nature
of past climates characterize the Udi-Nsukka plateau with its low density of drainage.
2.1 .5.3.4 The Imo System
The lmo, which has a total length of about 220 km and drains a total of about 8,288
square km, takes its source at an elevation of about 120 meters at the southern flank tip
of the Udi Hills. Its small headwaters are from the lmo shale group of rocks, the Umuna
sandstone, and the Upper Coal Measures respectively to the north-west and north of
Okigwe. These headwaters with a high density of drainage are believed to have
belonged to the Eyong Creek (now part of the Cross River) until their channel in this
area flows roughly south-eastward in general coincidence with the extent and direction
of the Imo Shale formations.
2.1.5.4 Vegetation
Several factors (climate, soil, relief and man) work in hand to make the vegetation
differ from place to place. The relevant climatic factors are humidity and rainfall because
these elements vary from the coast to the hinterland.Three distinct vegetation types are
found in the area namely: humid forest, derived savanna and semi— montane.
2.1 .5.4.1 Humid Forest
Three sub4ypes namely: salt — water swamps, fresh-water swamps and rain forests.
i) Salt — water forest:
This is restricted to a coastal strip where the freshwater from the river meets and
mixes with the salt-water from the sea. The freshwater is thus polluted and rendered
saline as a result, the soil is swampy and water logged and the water is blackish. This
type of vegetation occupies about 40%, 2% and I %, respectively of Rivers and Bayelsa;
Akwa lbom and Cross River state.
The mangrove species: Rhizophora mangle, R. harrisonli and Avincennia nitida
dominate this vegetation zone hence this belt is somtimes known as the "mangrove
swamp". The vegetation is a tangled mass of stems and aerial roots. The roots are aerial
because they tend to avoid the surrounding water. The distribution of species in this
vegetation is very much dependent on tidal cycles and soil salinity. The species which
has the widest range of tolerance in the mangrove areas of Cross and Calabar River is
R. racemosa. In Rivers and Bayelsa states, swampy environment is replaced at the sea
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beaches by sandy deposits. As a result coconuts and tall reeds tend to replace the
characteristic mangrove trees, along the shore.
H) Freshwater swamp forest:
This is a relatively small but important vegetation belt on thewestern border of the
survey area along the River Niger. It occupies about 20, 10, 5 and 2%, respectively in
Rivers and Bayelsa; Anambra; Imo and Cross River States. Trees species encountered
in this ecology include Anthostema aubryanum, Carapa procera, CIeitophoIis patens,
Raphia species, Erythrophe!um ivorense, Oxystigma manni, etc.
Hi) Rain forest:
It extends almost fully across the area in a broad band. This vegetation lies between
Onitsha in Anambra state, Degema in Bayelsa state, Afikpo in Abia state, Eket in Akwa
Ibom State, Ogoja and Calabar both in Cross River state. Much of the area is now
secondary forest as a result of man's activities. The zone is characterized by the
presence of tree species of economic importance e.g oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), the
mahoganies (Khaya ivorensis and K. grandifoliola), Entandrophragma cylindricum, iroko
(Chiorophora excelsa, Irvin gia gabonensis, Trichilla species), etc. The overwhelming
majority of the plants are woody. Trees form the dominant of the rain forest community,
but most of the climbing plants and some of the epiphytes are also woody. The
undergrowth also consists largely of woody plants- seedling and sapling trees, shrubs
and young woody climbers.
2.1 .5.4.2 Derived Savanna
This zone lies to the north of the tropical rain forest. It is to a very great extent the
product of man's activities in the drier northern region of the rainforest zone. Many years
of clearing and burning have produced a savanna landscape of grass and scattered
trees from what is formerly the rain forest. However, forests are found in the low-lying
moist areas. The principal grass genera characteristic of this area are Pennisetum,
Andropogon, Chloris,— Hyperhania, etc. Its agricultural products are similar to those of the
northern part of the rain forest zone.
2.1.5.4.3 Semi—Montane Forest and Grassland
Is a comparatively small patch of semi-tropical grassland-products of the light—
moderated tropical climate atop the Obudu Plateau (maximum elevation of about
21 ,000m) in the north — eastern corner of Cross River State in the South — East zone.
On the slopes below this grassy cap is the dense coat of forest that merges
imperceptibly into the lowland rain forest. In the majority of instances, the two forests
share the same floristic elements even while the macro-morphological distinctions at
times may be marked. For example, whereas some tree forms (Cyathea spp) appear as
midgets not taller than 1-2m in the lowland rain forest, in the semi-montäne forest they
readily reach 6 or 7m.
2.1.5.5 Soil
Five main "classes" or types of sOil exist in this zone, namely: lithosols, young soils,
ferruginous tropical soils, ferrallitic soils and hydrornorplic soils according to Jungerius
(1964).
2.1.5.6 Population
According to the 1991 population census, this area has a total population of 18, 921,
872 people made up of 49.31% males and 50.69% females. Enugu, Ebonyi and Abia
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states has the highest population of 5,458,960 people or 28.85% of total zonal
population, followed by Rivers and Bayelsa states 3,983,857 (21 .05%), Anambra state
2,767,903 (14.63%), Imo state 2,485,499 (13.14%) and Akwa Ibom state 2,359,736
(12.47%). More females were recorded in Cross River, Rivers and Bayelsa states, while
the reverse is true for Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu, Imo and Akwa lbom states.
2.2 METHODOLOGY
The achievements of the set objectives within the time frame required actual
land/water bodies surveys, administration of structured questionnaires and field
observations. Consequently, 5 different teams to cover all the basins separately carried
out tha surveys. The 5 distinct basins included:
1. Upper and Lower Niger River Basins
2 Upper/Lower Benue and Chad Basins
3. Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto-Rima River Basins
4. Osun/Ogun and Benin/Owena River Basins
5. Anambra-lmo Niger Delta and Cross River Basins
For the surveys each State's capital within the five River Basins was visited with an
official introductory letter to the Honourable Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural
Resources through each State's Chief Fisheries Officer or Director of Fisheries.
Relevant information was also obtained from River Basin Authorities, Agricultural
Development Authorities and States Water Board. In addition to information gathered in
the office the team made actual field visits to some of the water bodies said to be Water
hyacinth infested. Due to unforeseen circumstances not all water bodies claimed being
infested were visited. However in all the State and where feasible boats and vehicles
were used for fieldwork.
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CHAPTER THREE
3. AN OVERVIEW. OF INFESTATION
3.1. Nigerian aquatic weeds
The concept of weeds in Nigeria as in the entire West Africa is centered on Man's
disturbance of the natural vegetation and with his desire to modify
vegetation/environment to meet his agricultural and environmental needs ahd in
conformity with his aesthetic values (Akobudu and Agyakwa, 1987). Generally aquatic
weeds prevalence and distribution are dependent principally on human-induced factors
such as environmental manipulation, pollution, expanded use and development of water
bodies for irrigation, transportation, recreation and other public purposes. However,
where exotic plants are present with favourable conditions and devoid of their natural
enemies they tend to grow explosively and thereby obstructing human activities. The
aquatic weeds encountered in all the study areas are as shown in Table 1. But the
severity of the weeds differ from State to State and from species to species.
Table 1: Aquatic vegetation incriminated as weeds in Nigeria
Scientific names Common names Local names
Eichhornia crassipes Water hyacinth Hausa (Kwuana jaki)
Pistia stratiotes Water lettuce Hausa (Kainwa)
Yoruha (Ojuoro)
Nymphea lotus Water lily Hausa (Bado)
Yoruba (Osibata)
Typha australis Cattail Hausa (Katchala)
Salvinia nymphellula Water fern
Ceratophyllum demersum Ceratophyllum
Cyperusspp Reed Hausa (Aya)
Leersia hexandra Wild rice Hausa (Shinkafa fadama)
Yoruba (Abéko)
Ludwigia stolonifera Waterprimrose
lpomoea aquatica Hausa (Giga yara)
Yoruba (Odunkun odo)
Nypa fruticans Nypa palm
Polygonum lanigerum
Mimosa pigra.
Alternanifaera sessilis
Azolla africana
Scrippus spp
Commelina benghalensis Hausa (Tapsa weed
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Table 2: Qualitative rating of level of water hyacinth and other aquatic weeds
infestation in Nigeria.
State Type of weeds Remarks
EC PS NL TA OT
Niger ++++ +-'-+ ++ +÷ Water hyacinth is commonly sighted throughout the
year on Lake Kainji & Jebba Lakes covering up to 2%
and 15%, respectively.
FCT, Abuja ++ +++ ++ ++ Water hyacinth occurs'within Yaba flood plain covering
up to 5%
Kaduna ++ +4- ++ ++ Water hyacinth is sighted on River Kaduna
Plateau + + + ++ Water hyacinth sighted in Hill Station Hotel.
Nassarawa ++ ++ +++ No water hyadnth infestation in the State.
Benue +++ +4- 4 4+ Water hyacinth occurs along the beaches and mats
adrift downstream
Kogi +++ ++ ++ +4 Both Rivers Niger & Benue are infested with water
hyacinth including the wetlands.
Kwara +4-4+ +4+ ++ ++ Rivers, Niger, Asa, Awon, Oshin, Afelele and Jebba
lake are water hyacinth infested.
Adamawa 4+4 +4-4- +4 4-4+ Lake Geriyo and River Benue is infested with water
hyacinth and P/st/a sp. flood plain at Numan is covered-
by Typha australis.
Bomb +++ ++++ Lake Chad is heavily infested with P1st/a stratiotes
while Lake Alau is mildly infested.
Gombe ++ +4+ +4+ +4+ Typha grass occurs along most irrigation canals
Taraba +++ +++ +4+ +++ Water hyacinth occurs along River Benue from Numan
to lbbi.
Bauchi ++ ++ +++ Lake Gubi has mostly Pistia and water lily. Cattail
occurs sparingly in some drainage canals below the
lake.
Yobe +4- + +++ Major water weeds are cattail and water lettuce. Cattail
is mostly along irrigation canals. Damming of River
Yobe at Bauchi is envisaged to reduce flow of water to
the irrigation canals.
Kebbi ++++ 4 + ++ -i-i- Water hyacinth is very prominent especially in River
Niger, The floods also bring in the weed into Rivers
within the Sokoto-Rima catchment
Sokoto 4+ 4+ ++ +4+ i--'-
+
The problematic weed is cattail. that has overtaken a
lot of water bodies. Water hyacinth is present in only
one fish farm. Although efforts are on to clear it,
releases of water from this fish farm could lead to
infestation of other water bodies.
Zamafara 4+ -H- +4+ The most important weed problem is caused by
invasion of water bodies by cattail.
Katsina 4+ +4- +4+4 4- Cattail constitutes the major weed problem of water
bodies and water ways
EC = Eichhornia crassipes; PS = Pistia stratiotes; NL = Nymphea lotus; Ta = Typha australis; OT =
Other Weeds
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1b.2: Ontd)
State Type of weeds Remarks
EC PS NL TA OT
Kano +4+ +4 +4 4+4+ Water hyacinth infestation of a good number of
water bodies was significant However, Cattail still
constitutes the major weed problem.
Jigawa ++ 4+ ++++ The water bodies and irrigation systems have been
overtaken by extensive invasions of cattail. The
problem of this weed is of a great magnitude
Delta ++++ 4+ ++ ++ ++ Water hyacinth problem is significant and the
major weeds are present including cattail.
Edo ++++ ++ ++ ++ 4+ There is the presence of water hyacinth as a major
weed problem. Cattail is not present.
Osun ++ 4+ + +++ Water hyacinth is present in a few water bodies
Ondo +++ ÷ ++ + + Water hyacinth infestation of water ways is
frequent but the intensity is high in only a few
water bodies
Ekiti +4+ +4 4+ 4 + The situation here is that a few water bodies are
heavily infested by Water hyacinth
Oyo ++ +4 4+ +++ + Infestation of water bodies by water hyacinth and
even other weeds is low, but the presence of
cattail is important.
Ogun ++++ +4 4+ +4 +4 A good number of water bodies are infested by
Water Hyacinth to significant levels.
Lagos ++++ ++ +4 4+ A lot of water bodies are heavily infested by water
hyacinth
Anambra +4+ +4 +4 + 4 Moderate levels of infestation plague water bodies
in this State by Water Hyacinth and other weeds.
Enugu ++ + 4 This State is largely free from wter hyacinth and
other aquatic weed problems.
Ebonyl +4+ ++ Water hyacinth is absent so also is cattail.
Abia +4+ +4+ +++ + The State's water bodies are moderately infested
by water hyacinth. The frequency of infestation is
high. Water hyacinth is present.
Imo +++ ++ 4+ + Water bodies in this State are moderately infested
by Water hyacinth and other water weeds.
C/River ++ +++ ++ 4 Waterhyacinth is present in major water bodies of
the State at noticeable levels
Akwa-
Ibom
+ + ++ + Prominent water bodies of this State are infested
to nuisance levels by Typha spp. However, water
hyacinth is absent.
Rivers ++ Records of visible presence of Water hyacinth in
major water bodies exist.
Bayelsa 4+ +4 +4 4 Both Water hyacinth and Typha spp. are visibly
present in the water bodies.
KEY: - = Absent; + = Rare; ++ = Slight; +++ = Moderate; ++++ = Extensive
*EC = Eichhornia crassipes; PS = Pistia stratiotes; NL = Nymphea lotus; TA = Typha australis; OT =
Other weeds
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3.2 Major water bodies in the Upper and Lower Niger River Basins.
The two principal rivers, the Niger and Benue, drain the study area through the West
and the East respectively and meet at Lokoja confluence at the southern border of the
area. Apart from the main rivers are lakes, swamps,. flood plains, reservoirs and dams
that are linked in a mesh of tributaries and rivulets that cris-cross the entire landscape of
the basin.
Water bodies within the basin number over 400 that can be classified into lakes,
river, dams, swamps and reservoirs. But the major water bodies are 43 as shown in
Table 2. They c&nsist of 10 lakes, 03 reservoirs, 24 rivers and 06 fishpond/swamps
Table 3. List of some major water bodies within the States of
Upper/Lower Niger River Basins
S/No Water bodies Nature of water body Area(ha)/
Length (km)LAKE RESERVOIR RIVER SWAMP
1
Niger State
Shiroro X 60,800ha
2 Tagwai X 550ha
3 Kainji X 127,000ha
4 Jebba X 35,000ha
5 Kaduna X 240km
6 Niger X 320km
7
FCT
Lower
Usuma
X Dna
8 Jabi X Dna
9 Gurara X Dna
10 Yaba X Dna
11 Ukya X Dna
12 Wuye X Dna
13 Usma X Dna
14
Kaduna
State
Kaduna
X Dna
.
15 Kangim X Dna
16 Gurara X Dna
17 Gimi X Dna
18 Senya X Dna
19 Wandafull-
Jema'a X
Dna
20
•
Plateau State
Hill Station
Hotel X
21
Nasarawa
State
Benue X 800 Km
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S/No Water bodies Nature of water body Area(ha)/
Length (krn)LAKE RESERVOIR RIVER SWAMP
22 Mada X Dna
23 Dep X Dna
24 Doma X 200 ha.
25 Amasar X 100 ha.
26 Dogon Ruwa X 100 ha
27 Hunki Ox-
Bow
X 200 ha.
28 Kekura X 100 ha.
29 Adio X 120 ha.
30 Rukubi X 105 ha.
31 Feferuwa
Benue State
x 500 ha.
32 Benue X dna
33 Kastina
Kogi State
— X dna
34 Niger X dna
35 Benue X dna
36 Omi
Kwara State
X dna
37 Asa X dna
38 Niger ____________ X dna
39 Jebba X dna
40 Awon X dna
41 Oshin X dna
42 Afelele X dna
43 Ero X dna
*dna = data not available
3.3. Records of aquatic weeds within the States of
Upper/Lower Niger River Basins.
The spatial and temporal distribution of aquatic weeds within the study area is
shown in Table 3. For the purposes of this report, each State is covered separately.
3.3.1. Niger State
Most of the major water bodies visited in this State are infested with Eichhornia
crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea lotus and Salvinia nymphellula. There is an annual
surge of water hyacinth from the upper reaches of Lake Kainji, which has been
continuously cleared since 1994. Also there are resident stocks of this weed on Kainji
and Jebba Lakes, part of Niger River, Shiroro Lake and the Tagwai dam. The presence
of water hyacinth can be considered low on Shiroro Lake and Kaduna River, moderate
on Kainji Lake but heavy on Jebba Lake and Tagwai dam. While it occurs in some water
bodies for 3-6 months the weed is present throughout the year in others. Although cattail
cannot be said to have constituted any serious problem but its presence in most parts of
the State calls for serious monitoring to avoid an embarrassing situation most especially
in the northeast of the country.
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Pate 1: Extenshre mats of water hyacinth aong the shoreUnes
of Kanj Lake before MFFR ntervension
3.3.2. Federal Capital Territory
Out of the 7 major water bodies only 2 were visited and aquatic weeds occurrence
in this zone is generally low. However, E. crassipes, P. stratiotes and Nymphea lotus are
the commonest. Lower Usma dam claimed to be infestedwith water hyacinth but none
was found during the visit. Nevertheless there is the need for serious monitoring in view
of the plant is ornamental value and also the possibility of unknowingly transferring the
plant by the nomadic fisherfolk. Water hyacinth and cattail occur moderately within the
Yaba flood plain, which is fed by overspill from Niger River.
3.3.3. Kaduna State
Eichhornia crassipes was present on Kaduna river but Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea
lotus and Typha australis generally infested the two water bodies visited (Kaduna river
and Kangim dam). Water hyacinth is ignorantly used for conservation of water in some
private fishponds and this has been advanced fort the Kaduna River infestation of the
weed. The weed is. usually present in the dry season but the level of its infestation is low..
3.3.4. Plateau State
Only a couple of private farmers and Hill Crest. Hotel in Jos were visited during the
survey due to some circumstances beyond the team's control. Water hyacinth was
found in a small pond at Hill station Hotel Jos, where it is considered an ornamental
plant. Other weeds occurring within the State include Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea lotus
and Typha australis.
3.3.5. Nasarawa State
The State is generally endowed with abLndance of water bodies with an estimated
surface area of about 5,645.85 hectares excluding rivers and streams. From
discussions with staff of ADP and State Department of Fisheries water hyacinth has not
been sighted in any of the water bodies. The visit of the survey team to rivers and ponds
confirmed this. But aquatic weeds found in this State are Nymphea lotus, Ceratophylum
demersum, Vossia cuspidata, Echinochloa spp and Salvinia nymphellula.
3.3.6. Benue State
Although there are several small to medium sized water bodies totaling 7,415
hectares only Rivers Benue and Katsina Ala are of great importance commercially and in,
fisheries. In River Benue water hyacinth infestation, can be considered moderate at low
water level and high during the flood. Apart from water hyacinth, river Benue and other
water bodies in the State are also infested by Typha australis, Phragmite karka,
Nymphea lotus and Pistia stratiotes,
3.3.7. Kogi State
The State is endowed with several small and medium reservoirs/dams, swamØs,
ponds etc. These water bodies are infested with Vossia cusp/data, Nymphea lotus,
Eichinochloa pyramidalis and Salvinia nymphellula. Water hyacinth occurs moderately in
some places but choking some creeks in other places on river Niger. Within the flood
plain of River Niger/Benue confluence areas are extensive mats of water hyacinth (Plate
1)
3.3.8. Kwara State
Most Kwara State water bodies are heavily infested with aquatic weeds. Of the five
water bodies visited, Eichhornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea lotus, Typha
australis and Ceretophyllum demersum are commonly sighted on -rivers Niger, Asa,
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Awon, Oshin, Afelele, and Jebba Lake. Some small but perennial rivers such as Asa,
Oshin and Afelele can be totally covered by mats of water hyacinth particularly in the dry
season.
Table 4: Number of water bodies visited and type of noxious weeds encountered
within the States of lJpperlLower Niger River Basins.
Water hyacinth commonly sighted
throughout the year on lakes Kainji and
Jebba covering up to 20% and 15%
respectively.
Water hyacinth occurs within Yaba flood
plain covering up to 5%
Water hyacinth sighted on Kaduna river
but ôlaimed to be more in the dry season
Water hyacinth occurs as ornamental at
Hill Station Hotel. Most mining paddocks
are infested with Typha australis
No water hyacinth found on the only water
body visited.
Water hyacinth occurs throughout the
year along the beaches of River Benue.
Several mats of the weed were adrift
downstream.
Both Rivers Niger and Benue have water
hyacinth including their wetlands.
Rivers Niger, Asa, Awon, Oshin, Afelele
and part of Jebba Lake have moderate to
heavy infestation of water hyacinth
occurrinQ throuihout the year.
* EC Eichhornia crassipes, PS Pistia stratiotes, NL
and OT other weeds
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Nymphea lotus, TA Typha australis
State No of water
Bodies visited
Type of Weed* Remarks
Niger
FCT Abuja
Kaduna
Plateau
Nassarawa
Benue
Kogi
Kwara
5
2
.2
1
I
2
6
EC
2
I
•1,
'1
•1
2
6
PS NL TA
5 5 2
21 1
2 2 2
11 1
11 1
I I I
2 2 2
6 5 2
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Pato 2: Water hyachth mats extensive'y covering the
NigerlBenue confluence seasonally flooded areas
3.4. Major water bodies in the Upper/Lower Benue River and Chad Basins
The two principal water bodies within the Basins include River Benue and the Lake
Chad system. Apart from these several bodies of water exist especially the free flowing
bore-holes. These bodies of water are well distributed throughout the entire Basins. But
based on the economical, biological and sociological values of these water bodies only
18 are recorded1n the report (Table 4). These have been further classified into 01
natural lake, 07 reservoirs, 10 rivers and 01 flood plain.
Table 5: List of some major water bodies within Upper/Lower
Benue River and Chad Basins
S/No Water bodies Nature of water body Area(ha)/
length (km)LAKE RESER-
VOIR
RIVER SWAMP
I
ADAMAWA STATE
Benue X dna
2 Gongola X dna
3 Geriyo X dna
4 Kin X dna
5
BAUCHI STATE
Numan X dna
6 Hadejia X dna
7 Dimdima X dna
8 Yayu X dna
9 Zindima X dna
10 Gubi X dna
11
GOMBE STATE
Gongola X dna
12 DadinKowa X dna
13 Cham X dna
14 kin X dna
15
BORNO STATE
Chad X dna
16 Alau X dna
17
TARABA STATE
Benue X dna
18
YOBE STATE
Yobe X ________ dna
19 Ngeji X dna
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3.5. Records of aquatic weGds within UpperlLower Benue River and Chad Basins
The spatial distribution of aquatic vegetation incriminated as weeds in all the States
within these Basins is listed in Table 5 and described on State basis
3.5.1. Adamawa State.
The who(e marshy and flood plain areas of Savanna Sugar Company farm. at
Numan are seriously colonised by Typha australis (Plate 3). The colonisation by the
weed extends to Kin dam canal and at Numan as well. Lake Geriyo and river Benue
are seriously and moderately covered with Eichhornia crassipes (Water hyacinth),
respectively. The extent of infestation of water hyacinth in Lake Geriyo canal is shown in
the picture (Plate 4). The two water bodies are also seriously infested with Nymphea
lotus (water lily). Water hyacinth occurs throughout the year on both Rivers Benue and
Gongola.
3.5.2 Borno State
The two water bodies visited in Borno State include Lake Chad and AIau reservoir.
AIau reservoir was moderately infested with water lily (Nymphae lotus) and water lettuce
(Pistia stratiotes). In Lake Chad, Pistia stratiotes formed a dense mat that covered the
surface of some canal channels completely. The main lake was also heavily infested
with this and cattail species all year round. According to the fishermen, the weed has
constituted a serious menace to them (See plate 3).
3.5.3. Gombe State
Dadinkowa and Gongola River are the two most important water bodies in the State
and presently devoid of water hyacinth infestation but Pistia statiotes and Leersia
hexandria are commonly sighted. However, the canal of flake Balanga at Gelengu is
completely colonised by Eichhornia crassipes (water hyacinth) and moderately infested
by Nymphea lotus (water lily), Pistia stratriotes (water lettuce) and Typha aust rails
(cattail). The water hyacinth situation in the State calls for effective monitoring
considering the migratory tendency of the fishermen and the fishery potentials of both
Dadinkowa dam and River Gongola.
3.5.4. Taraba State
River Benue is the major water body in Taraba State. The river, which stretches
from Numan in Adamawa State up to lbbi, is heavily infested with water hyacinth. Other
aquatic weeds encountered within the river system include Nymphea lotus (water lily),
Pistia striatiotes (water lettuce) and Typha australis (cattail). The infestation of these
three weed species is moderate. But the infestation of water hyacinth along River
Benue has become so serious that traditional annual fishing festivals in some areas
have been stopped.
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Pate 3: Extensive cattail (Typha australis) communities
in the wetlands of Numan, Adamawa State
Pate 4: Lake Geryo hi Adamawà State kifested by water hyachith
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P'ate 5: Some sections of Lake Chad in Borno State
are colonised by Typha australis (cattafi).
3.5.5. Yobe State
River Yobe, which is also the major water body in Yobe State, was visited.
According to the respondents, there is no aquatic weed infestation in their own portion of
the river. This is due to the fact that the weeds are presently restricted to Jigawa State.
However, they suffer the effect of the presence of weeds in Jigawa State portion oithe
river by causing considerable reduction of available water in the river that adversely
affect fish to the fishermen.
3.5.6. Bauchi State.
Gubi dam is the major water body in Bauchi State. The dam is moderatelyihfested
with Pistiastratiotes (water lettuce) and Nymphea lotus (water lily) but high tornoderate
infestation of Typha australis (cattail). The moderate infestation of these weeds does not
pose any serious problms to the fishermen yet.
Table 6: Number of water bodies visited and type of noxious weeds encountered
within Upper/Lower Benue River and Chad Basins.
State No. of water
bodies
visjtetl
—
Of Weed*
EC PS NL TA
Remarks
Ada mawa 4 3 - - - Although water hyacinth is
commonly sighted for many
months in the year in Benue
and Gorigota Rivers but
Lake Geriyo infestation is
heaviest
Bauchi I - 1 1 1 Cattail is the commonest
weed that has now
assumed a serious threat
Gombe 3 3 1 1 1 River Benue, Dadin Kowa
and Cham reservoirs are
infested with water hyacinth
covering up to 15 - 20%
Although secondary
information indicated
presence of water hyacinth
(nOt confirmed) but cattail,
water lettuce and water lily
are the emerging weed
problem.
Borno 2 - 1 1 1
Taraba 1 1 1 1 - Taraba State section of
Benue River is highly
infested by cattail and water
hyacinth
Yobe 2 - 2 - 1 Except water lily and lettuce
water hyacinth is absent.
* EC Eichhornia crassipes, PS Pistia stratiotes,
and OT other weeds
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NL Nymphea lotus, TA Typha australis
3.6. Hadejia/Jama'are and SokotoRirna River Basins
3.6.1 Major water bodies within Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto-Rima River Basins.
The Basins are characterized with network of river systems including rivulets,
streams and rivers some of which are annuals while others are perennials. In view of
season-ality of water availability, both Federal and States Governments have developed
several reservoirs to meet the water needs for irrigation agriculture, fishing, and even
water transportation. Some of the important water bodies are listed in Table 6.
Table 7: List of some major water bodies within the States of Hadejia/Jama'are
and Sokoto-Rima River Basins
S/No Water bodies Nature of Water body Area(ha)
Length
(km)
Lake Reservoir River Swamp
I KEBBI STATE
Bani X 30
Danche X 980
Geza X 20
Tilo X 27.5
Kaoje X 45
Kambuo X 30
Tondi X 42.5
Tuya Allo X 30
Yauri lyauri I 75
Yauri Iyauri II X 34
Kainji x dna
SOKOTO STATE
Abanya X 330
Bakolori X 8000
Gida Zuma X 200
Gororigo X 20,000
Gusami X 120
Kaira Namuda X 450
Kware X 200
Kekuwaye X 450
Lugu X 10,000
S.N.T.A. fani X dna
Ziare X dna
Wamaku X dna
Naluche X 10,000
Rawuya X 480
Ruwam doro X 550
Talata mafara X 32
UsmanTagwaya X 120
ZAMFARA STATE
Natu x dna
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Table 7 (Contd)
S/No Water bodies Nature of Water body Area(ha)
Length (km)Lake Reservoir River Swamp
KATSINA STATE
Ajiwa X 607
Duberan X 100
Daberan X
• 100
Fakuwa Chirinchi X 400
Cadabenye X 1000
Jibia X 4,000
Jibia
Katindafi
Kafin Soil
Kafin Soil
Kwanareare
Mairuwa
X
X
X
X
X
X
2,640
100
100
100
100
144
Malun tashiNasarania X 155
Ruwa Water Supply X 2,640
Zobie X 100
KANO STATE
Gari(Audu Bako) X
5,000
3,318
Guzusuzu X 635
Jankara X 1659
Kafinalin (Jafau) X 842
Karaye X 198
Magaga X 214
Pada Road X 409
Ruwan Kanya X 1500
Sabo Tasha X 9
Tiga (Yakubu Gowon) X 17,806
Biguda X 376
Bigwari X 1,959
Chalaura X 10,117
JIGAWA STATE
Birin Kudu X 61
Birin Kudu X 60
ibrahim Adamu X 263
Kango X 255
Kefin X dna
Road X 121
Kigara X 65
Mohammed Ayaba X 121
Mohammed Ayaba X 116
Warwade X 40
Warwade Dutse X 526
dna data not available
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3.7 Records of aquatic weeds encountered within the States of Hadejia/Jama'are
Sokoto-Rima River Basins
Similar to other Basins more than 8 species of aquatic plants have been
incriminated as weeds. Some of these exist as emergent, subemergent and free-
floating but differ from State to State.
3.7.1. Kebbi State
The major aquatic macrophyte of Kebbi State water bodies is water hyacinth
(Eichhornia crassipes). It has been reported earlier on the River Niger. Almost all five
Zonal State Fisheries Officers reported the presence of water hyacinth in the state water
systems. According to the Director of Fisheries, a fish farmer located in Arugungu
introduced the weed to other water bodies in the State. The source of information
confirmed that the farmer was misled to believe that the introduction of the weed would
boost fish production. River Arugungu was visited and the weeds found around the water
system include Azola spp., Polygonium lanigerium, Mimosa pigra, Alternanltaera
sessiis, Echinochloa spp. and Ludwigia spp. According to the Fishermen, Water
hyacinth normally comes with the flood during the rainy season.
3.7.2. Sokoto State
Water hyacinth was found only in one private farm visited by the Team. The farmer
had eleven fishponds and the State Fisheries Officer informed the team that the farmer
introduced the plant on the advice of a fellow farmer at Arugungu. The State Fisheries
Officer educated the farmer on the danger of the weed and manual clearing was
organized but the clearing was yet to be completed at the time of visit. The team
informed the State Fisheries Officer that if the farmer releases water from the farm, there
is.a high probability that weed would escape to other water bodies. There is therefore a
need to monitor other water bodies that the farmer may be linked to.
The major weed infestation on Sokoto water system is Typha australis. Cattail
presently covers extensive areas along Zilare, Wamakui,. to Sokoto north. The team
visited Kwari Lake. Almost 2000ha of the lake (approximately 90%) is covered by cattail.
Other weed species encountered on the lake and several areas visited include Nymphea
lotus, Ceratophyilum demersum, Scrip pus spp, Azola africana and P/st/a stratiotes. The
major problem on the water bodies of the State is Typha australis. The weed blocks the
irrigation system, makes fishing difficult and harbours Quella birds that are the major
pest of cereals.
3.7.3. Zamfara State
The situation is closely related to that of Sokoto State. The major vegetation found
within the water system include: Polygon/urn spp Commelina benghalensis,
Alternanathera sessiis and sedges. Lake Natu was visited almost 100km from the
capital.
• 3.7.4. Katsina State
The team was informed that the major water bodies in the state are used for
irrigation and fisheries. Chancre Are Dam was visited. In the state two categories of
weed problem was presented to the team.
1) Tapsa weed — are weed of arable crops which was first introduced as an aesthetic
plant
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2) Sala weed — was later identified to be Typha australis. The weed is said to have
been a problem in Zamfa and Sokoto States, respectively. During interview of
fishermen around the 'lake, the team was informed that Sala weed causes siltation of
the lake, blocks irrigation channels whilst the inflorescence causes itching when in
contact with human bodies. The weed provides a resting-place for Quella birds,
which in turn becomes a serious pest to cereals planted under irrigation. Moreover,
the seeds of Sala are dispersed through so many means like wind, river and human
beings.
3.7.5. Kano State
As shown in table 7, Typha australis is the principal weed problem in most water
bodies of this State. Similar to the havoc wrecked in other States, irrigation channels are
blocked which make fishing difficult. The extensive and largest irrigation scheme in West
Africa sited in Kano State was almost overtaken by Typha australis. The control is
extremely difficult and this requires an urgent attention. In addition, the plant harbours
pest (Quella birds) of cereals and this creates a double tragedy for the farmers. Other
aquatic macrophytes noticed in the water bodies around the State include Ceratophy/Ium
demersum. This plant is also a serious problem to fishermen because of its nature
—
submerged within the water ecosystem. This factor makes fishing with net difficult.
Among Other negative impacts of the presence of these aquatic macrophytes on Kano
States water bodies include impedance of navigation, irrigation channel blockage, and
impairment of fishing activities. The water bodies with serious weed are Wase dam also
known as Jankara reservoir with heavy infestation of water hyacinth while Ruwan Kanya
and kunde reservoirs are infested by Ceratophyllum demersum.
3.7.6. Jigawa State
The biggest water body in the State is the Hadejia Jamare'are wetlands that cut
across almost all river systems of the State. The whole river system and the surrounding
flood plains are all covered by Typha aust ar/is. On the way to Hadejia, high infestation
was observed from about 50km to Hadejia. Typha has infested all the artificial and
natural lakes and river systems in the State. Also Ceratophyllum thrives as a submerged
plant within the water ecosystem. Other aquatic vegetation within the ecosystem as
shown in table 7 include Pistia stratiotes, Nymphea lotus and Ceratophyllum demersum.
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Table 8: Number of water bodies visited and type of noxious weeds encountered
within the States of Hadejia/Jama'are and Sokoto-Rima River Basins
State
.
&-ww
.
Type of Weed
RemarksEC TS NL TA OT
Kebbi 11 4 2 3 2 11 Water hyacinth occurs throughout
the year covering up to 15% in the
riverine areas. Geza dam is also
infested.
Sokoto 17 1 2 15 12 No water hyacinth has been
recorded in Sokotô State but cattail is
•taking over most water bodies.
Zamfara I - 1 - - 1 Cattail is commonly sighted in this
State.
Katsina 17 - 7 9 15 1 No records of water hyacinth but
cattail is becoming emerging problem
Kano 13 4 - 6 13 - Unlike cattail that has virtually taken
over most water bodies and the
wetlands water hyacinth is found in
some of bodies of water within the
metropolis.
Jigawa 12 - 8 7 11 - The Hadejia/Jama'are wetland which
is the most extensive is almost
covered by cattail forming the
dominant vegetation for over 50 km.
• EC Eichhornia crassipes, PS Pistia stratiotes, NL Nymphea lotus, TA Typha
australis OT other weeds
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3.8. Some major water bodies within the Osun, Ogun and Owena Rivers Basins
The Basins are endowed with extensive network of river systems. Most of these are
permanent and either flow direcfly into Atlantic Ocean or as tributaries of other major
rivers. There are also several creeks occurring at the interface between freshwater and
marine ecosystems. However several of the natural river systems have been altered as
reservoirs principally for domestic use and to boost fishing activities. Of the over 400
water bodies existing within these Basins only 46 are listed in Table 8. These are made
up of 01 natural lake, 11 reservoirs, 25 rivers and 9 of creeks/swamps.
Table 9: List of major rivers within Osun, Ogun and Owena River Basins
S/No Water bodies Nature of Water bod '_______ Area(ha)
Length (km)Lake Reservoir River Swamp
1
DELTA STATE
Warn X dna
2 Ethiope X dna
3 Ase X dna
4 Niger X dna
5
EDO STATE
Ikpoba X 310
6 Ojirami X 93
7 Igueben X 100
8 Oghodegbedea X 130
9 Gelegele x dna
10 Siloko X dna
11 Ofunama X dna
12 Ogbeselowa X dna
13 Ovia X dna
14 Ikoro X dna
15
OSUN
Ede - X 50
16 Esaodo X 50.18
17 OkeEde X 297
18 Iwo . X
19 Okinni Owala x 23,000
20 Osun X dna
21 Oba X dna
22 Otin . X dna
23 Oora ..______ X dna
24 Asejire X 1184
25
LAGOS
Lekki lagoon X dna
26
ONDO
Oluwa X 128km
27 Siluko X 78km
28 Alape X 66km
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Table 9 (Contd)
S/No Water bodies Nature of Water body Area(ha)
Length (km)Lake Reservoir River p_
29 Ofara X 48km
30 Apala X 13km
31 Okubakuku creek )( 28km
32 Adele simu creek X 31km
33 Agokusedu creek X 32km
34 lolita , X 32km
35 Mahin lagoon X 500ha
36 Obenta creek . X 18km
37 Legha Aiyetoro X 16km
38 Biobu creek X 18km
38 Western Mahin creek
oYo
X 23km
39 Eleyele
OGUN
x dna
40 Akere X 10km
41 Ere lagoon X 10km
42 Yelwa X 20km
43 Ogun X 80km
44 Oyan X 16,000ha
45 Irolmoloki X 20km
46 Owomayo X 30km
3.9. Records of aquatic weeds within the Osun, Ogun and Owena River Basins
Aquatic vegetation encountered during the survey was found to be highly diverse,
perhaps as a result of the extensive impacts on the environment occasioned by the high
human population. Over 10 species of aquatic plants were incriminated as weeds of
which the prevalence and degree of noxiousness differ from State to State as shown in
Table 9.
3.9.1. Delta State
The State is endowed with several water bodies of which most have been infested
by water hyacinth. Some of these are Warn, Ethiope, Ase and Niger rivers. The most
infested is Warn River. Other aquatic weeds recorded are water lettuce, water lily and
cattail. Generally all the areas with creeks and freshwater systems have higher
concentration of water hyacinth. Water hyacinth coverage in some locations within the
State can be seen for a period of three or more months in areas where Ibey are found.
The presence of these weeds has affected some communities which depend on the
water source for domestic use and fishing activities.
3.9.2. Edo State
Generally, water hyacinth coverage in some locations similar to Delta State can
remain afloat throughout the year. Although during the rainy season the high current
dislodges several mats down stream but several strands persist along the beaches. The
most affected water bodies include Gelegele, Siloko, Ofunama and lkoro rivers as well
as lkpoba reservoir in Benin City. But other rivers like Ogbese/Owa, Ovia and Igueben
dam are moderately covered. Only Oghodegbeda dam among the water bodies visited is
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not infested by water hyacinth. Other weeds common in the State include water lettuce,
water lily and water fern but cattail can be found in some pockets of standing water.
3.9.3. Ondo State
In Ondo State, fishermen informed to the survey team about the high prevalence of
Leersia hexandra, which they say is more harmful to their fishing activities and
navigation than water hyacinth. The plant which is deep-rooted and characterised with
prolific sexual and vegetative propagation, has razor-sharp leaf margins which on
contact with human body causes lacerations. Infested water bodies include Oluwa,
Siluko, Alape, Ofara and Apata rivers. Occurrence can be. throughout the year. Other
water bodies that are highly infested include Okubakuku, Adelesimo, obenta, Legha
Aiyetoro Western Mahin and Biobu creeks. River Tolita is moderately infested. Other
aquatic weeds found in the State are water lettuce, water lily, Ceratophyllum demersum,
Ludwigia stolonifera, Impomoea aquatica and Cyperus exaltatus.
3.9.4. Osun State
Water hyacinth is present and common in the state and its prevalence is generally
moderate. Water hyacinth is found in some reservoirs like Ede, Esa Odo, Oke Ede, Iwo,
rivers Okinni Owala, Osun, Oba, Otin and Asejire as well as Oora swamp. Other weeds
that are fairly common in some of the water bodies in the .State are water lettuce and
water fern.
3.9.5. Ekiti State
Ekiti State is the only state within these basins not infested by water hyacinth.
However, fishermen in the state particularly where Leersia hexandra is quite prevalent
pointed out to the investigating team that the weed is more damaging than other weeds
in the areas. Their experience with the plant is similar to Ondo State fishermen. Other
weeds encountered are water lettuce, water lily, water fern, Ceratophyllum demersum,
and /pomoea aquatica.
3.9.6. Oyo State
Although there are several, water bodies both natural and artificial only Eleyele
reservoir was visited by the investigating team. Water hyacinth population in the
reservoir is very low. But other weeds recorded are cattail, Leersia hexandra,
Ceratophyllum demersum and Ipomoea aquatica.
3.9.7. Ogun State
Ogun State is one of the riverine States highly bedeviled with water hyacinth
infestation.The creeks, lagoons and rivers of Ogun State are heavily infested with
Eichhornia crassipes but less with Pistia stratiotes. There is annual surge of this weed
from creeks of Porto Novo in Benin republic but there are resident stocks of water
hyacinth in Yewa River and other feeder creeks, streams and rivers which drain into
Lagos lagoon before extending to Ogun State. The recolonisation of the Ere creek and
other creeks cleared with herbicides in 1991 (Akinyemiju, 1993) was from Yewa River
resident stock. But Akere reservoir, Ogun, Oyan, lro/Moloki and Okomayo Rivers are
highly infested in addition to already mentioned water bodies. Other prominent aquatic
weeds in this State are water lettuce and water lily.
3.9.8. Lagos State
Lagos State aquatic weeds infestation both in intensity and preponderance was
found to be very similar to the situation in Ogun State. This is unexpected because of
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similarity in climate, human influence and proximity. Most creeks, lagoons, streams and
rivers are heavily infested with Eichhornia crassipes. Apart from water hyacinth water
lily, Typha australis and Papyrus spp steadily infest the State water bodies. In addition to
Lekki lagoon, other water bodies that are heavily infested by water hyacinth are Yewa
River, Badagry creek, Lagos lagoon, Lagos Harbour, Omu creek, Five Cowrie, Epe
lagoon and Abessan River (Akinyemiju, 1993)
Table 10: Number of water bodies visited and type of noxious weeds encountered
within Osun,Ogun and Owena River Basins
State No. of Water
Bodies Visited
jype Of Weed REMARKS
EC PS NL TA OT
Delta 4 4 3 3 3 3 lkpoba dam and Warn
River are highly infested
for up to 30% and present
in others
Edo 10 9 8 8 - 9 Edo State shows similar
features to Delta in water
hyacinth infestation.
Osun 10 10 10 - - 10 Osun State is said to be
water hyacinth infested but
at low level.
Lagos 1 1 - 1 1 1 Water hyacinth was first
sighted in 1984 in the
State but have now
covered almost the entire
water systems.
Ondo 14 14 12 12 - 12 Apart from rivers and dams
the creeks :.rbour
extensive resident stocks
of water hyacinth.
Oyo 1 - - 1 1 Water hyacinth has not
been reported in many
parts of the State but
cattail is presently calling
for attention.
Ogun
\
.
7 7 7 6 2 7 Virtually all the areas
contain both surges from
Lagos areas in addition to
the resident stock.
* EC Eichhornia crassipes, PS Pistia stratiotes, NL Nymphea lotus, TA Typha australis
and OT other weeds
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3.10. Some major water bodies within the States of Anambra, mo, Niger Delta and
Cross River Basins -
The Basins contain over 700 water bodies ranging from"rriedium to large water
bodies but for the purposes of this report only a few of these are documented (Table 11).
These are made up of 24 lakes, 31 reservoirs and 48 rivers. These water bodies are well
distributed within the Basins but the riverine States still show some outstanding features
in terms of weeds infestation.
Table 11: List of some major water bodies within the Anambra, mo,
Niger Delta and Cross River Basins
S/No Water bodies
____________________
Nature of Water body Area(ha)
Length (km)Lake Reservoir River Swamp
ANAMBRA STATE
Lower Anambra . X dna
Amansea X dna
Nkissi , X dna
Ogboji X dna
______ Okpora — X ' dna
Oba Ofemil X dna
Agulu X X dna
Niger X dna
,Ezidin X dna
Ezu X dna
lyi-Eke X dna
Mupukra X dna
Ojil X dna
______ Ulasi X dna
ENUGU STATE
Ezzilo X dna
lgweneloha X dna
Nilalagn X dna
Nike X dna
1
Ofarekpe X dna
- Ogurugu X dna
Adomi X dna
EBONYI STATE
Ehuma X dna
Green X dna
Cross River X dna
Esu X dna
Ubenyi X dna
Ebonyi X dna
Akpoba X dna
Ezillo X dna
Nkalagu X dna
Ndierukwu X dna
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Table I (Contd.)
S/No Water bodies Nature of Water body Area(ha)
Length (km)Lake Reservoir River Swamp
Ezzamgbo X dna
Abina X - dna
ABIA STATE
Rifle X dna
Ibu X dna
lgwu X dna
Bende X dna
QykwuS. X dna
Okemiri X dna
NRCRI .____ X dna
Ehuma X dna
Uzuakoli X dna
Jyi!ke x dna
Esu X dna
yang dna
Akpoba X dna
Lower Imo X dna
IMO STATE
Ihioma
Umubi
X dna
X dna
Umuobon X dna
Edemili .
guta X dna
On Nanwa dna
dnaOguta Farmland X
Otamiri X — dna
Umuobike X
Umuoparanyima X dna
Asa dna
Imo River X dna
AsaRiver X dna
Nworie X dna
Otamiri River X . dna
Okatankwa X dna
Oramiri X dnajjba X dna
Obana X dna
Oyinbo X dna
Ezize X dna
CROSS RIVER STATE
Obanliken X — dna
dnaObuolu X
9gja X dna
dnaYakkuir X
Ebom X dna
Calaber I X dna
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The Upland Areas:
Includes the five states in the Southeast zone as follows:
3.11.1. Anambra State:
There is the presence of water hyacinth, water lily and water lettuce in this state.
However, water hyacinth is the major menace along River Niger particularly within
Onitsha Local Government.
3.11.2. Enugu State
No incidence of water hyacinth was reported during the survey. Most of the lakes
are covered with water lily, water lettuce and water ferns.
3.11.3. Ebonyi State
No incidence of water hyacinth. But there is the presence of water lily and water
lettuce in some of the lakes.
3.11.4. Abia State
Water hyacinth is present. While incidence of water lily, water lettuce and water
ferns were also recorded.
3.11.5. Imo State
Incidence of water hyacinth recorded. Water lily and water lettuce weeds are a
menace in major rivers of this state, while a particular fish farmer is growing water
hyacinth in his fish ponds.
The Riverine Areas
3.11.6. Cross River State
Water hyadinth present in Obanliku reservoir in Obanliku LG and Obudu reservoir
where it occurs for up to 3 to 6 months of the year. Other aquatic weeds recorded are
water lily, water lettuce and water ferns.
3.11.7. Akwa Ibom State
There is no incidence of water hyacinth in this state. However, the presence of
cattail (Typha australis) in some Local Government areas particularly at lni Local
Government Council calls for concern. The aquatic environment is infested with this
grass covering an area of over lOOha making fishermen mobility impossible. The coastal
lines are heavily infested by nypa palm.
3.11.8. Rivers State
Water hyacinth spreading through most water bodies in local government areas,
Also observed is water lily and nypa palms covering over 5,000 ha.
3.11.9. Bayelsa State
Most f the water bodies are colonized by water hyacinth, water lily, water lettuce
and water ferns. Also very common along the water banks are elephant grass and
lpomoea species spreading from the shorelines into the water bodies.
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Table 12: Number of water bodies visited and type of noxious weeds encountered
within the Anambra, Imo, Niger Delta and Cross River Basins
State No. of Water
Bodies Visited
ype Of Weed REMARKS
EC PS NL TA OT
Anambra 3 2 2 - 3 The State section of River
Niger carries extensive influx
and resident stocks of water
hyacinth.
Enugu 4 - 4
3
3 1 4 No incidence of water
hyacinth but other weeds are
fairly common
Ebonyi 3 - 2 1 2 Only water lily and lettuce
constitute weed problem.
Abia 4 2 4 3 - I Water hyacinth present in few
water bodies.
Imo 3 1 2 2 1 1 Information indicates a fish
farmer cultivating water
hyacinth in his ponds
Cross
River
3 3
-
2
1
2 1
4
1 Obanliku river and also some
creeks are infested by water
hyacinth.
Akwa
Ibom
4 2 4 No incidence of water
hyacinth has been reported
but cattail is causing
concerns.
Rivers 5 3 3 3 - 4 Water hyacinth infests most
water bodies in the fresh-
brackish and inland areas.
Nypa palm has altered the
littoral vegetation.
Bayelsa 5 3 2 2 1 1 Most water bodies are water
hyacinth infested in addition
to other weds.
* EC Eichhornia crassipes, PS Pistia stratiotes, NL !',Jymphea lotus, TA Typha australis and OT
other weeds
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CHAPTER FOUR
4. PROBLEMS, CONTROL AND UTILIZATION
4.1. Problems
Specific problems have been discussed in the tables. However, there are common
problems associated with these weeds irrespective of the States. These common
problems of adverse economic significance are highlighted below.
4.1.1. Organisations
It was only recently that the issues of aquatic proliferation and control were given
some considerations. Most Federal establishments got involved because the weeds are
impinging on their activities rather than a statutory responsibility. Thus the control
activities are fragmented and lacking central coordination. Nevertheless the
establishments presently responsible include:
Federal
Federal Ministry of Science and Technology- National Agency for Science
Infrastructure Development
Ministry of Transport - National Inland Waterways Authority
The Presidency — Ecological Funds Office
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development — National Institute for Freshwater
Fisheries Research
State
The present scenario is that water hyacinth is more prevalent and causing
tremendous obstruction to various human activities in the Southern States just as catthil
constitutes similar features in the Northern States. In most of the water hyacinth infested
States except in Kebbi and Niger States through the support of the on-going
Nigerian/German Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project concerted efforts to control the
weed are lacking. Water hyacinth is controlled on an ad-hoc basis particularly in the
riverine areas whenever water transportation is impaired for several days as a result of
water hyacinth blockage. For the control of cattail except some River Basins Authorities
the States Governments are not giving the required attention needed to curtail the
spread.
However, either at State or Federal level except the control efforts carried out by
NIFFR other establishments and organizations involved in water hyacinth control do not
operate budget. Money is only released when weeds constitute a menace resulting into
community mounting pressure. Even then such amount was never disclosed during
these surveys. NIFFR obtained funds from the Presidency through the Ecological Fund
Office, Abuja.
4.1.2. Fish species
In the fishing communities aquatic vegetation can be desirable or non-desirable. For
instance presence of Typha aust rails is considered beneficial particularly for Heterotis
niioticus and C/arias spp but impeding fishing activities. Both C/arias and Heterotis
nioticus use cattail communities as breeding sites and food sources. H. niloticus utilize
the extensive root systems for nesting of the fingerlings. However, water hyacinth is
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known to send fish away by reducing the productivity of the aquatic system. These have
not been substantiated statistically.. But on Lake Kainji .Ayeni et a!. (1986) reported an
overlap of high water hyacinth population and the breeding sites of some commercially
important fish species on Lake Kainji. The overlap undoubtedly affects fish species
composition as only fish adapted to reduced oxygen levels can survive effectively. In
Adamawa State fish species like Citharinus, tilapia, Distichodus are on the decrease
while C/arias, Gymnarchus and Protopterus are increasing in cattail infested water
bodies.
4.1.3. Flora
Some communities claim that once the aquatic weeds are fully established they
tend to over-compete endemic vegetation species. On Lake Kainji, it has been reported
that mass of water hyacinth usually choke the highly cherished Niger grass Echinochloa
stagnina and thus reducing the species richness of its immediate environments. Studies
on Niger grass in Lake Kainji shows that the standing crop varies widely with season and
the phenological state of the plant reaching a peak of up to 161 Kilo-tonnes (Kt). The
peak often coincides with the dry months of the year when terrestrial production is
negative (Obot, 1985), when the lake is fullest. The resource serves as fodder for the
several thousands of livestock migrating yearly into the Kainji Lake basins during the
long dry and hOt season (Daddy et a!, 1986). The plant can be cropped and stored as
hay.
4.1.4. Navigation
The two major waterway systems of Nigeria are linked with the Republic of Benin
through river Niger and the Republic of Cameroon through river Benue. Thus maritime
traffic particularly during the high water level is a booming business for various
transporters engaged in segmental commuting within these routes. There is no doubt
that the presence of water hyacinth in these water ways will increase the engine effort;--'
time of journey and the fares, and consequently reducing the traffic of large motorized
boats.
Apart from regular passenger services with small and large motorized boats
operating either inter- or intra-states there are large barges transporting building
materials, edible crops and fruits, fish and fishery products. Both motorized and non-
motorised boats and canoes traffic within riverine communities, being the only means for
transportation and fishing. The presence of weeds in Nigerian water bodies will hinder
this service which is of high economic value to the nation
During the high water particularly on Lakes Kainji and Jebba transport fares are
usually high. Generally the effects, of water hyacinth on motorized boats, non-motorised
boats and canoes are (Akinyemiju, 1987):
(1) Number of hours for daily trips by operators do increase from an average of 6.5
to 10.5 hours.
(2) Many transport boats and fishing boats have been reported stranded because
of landing usually impeded when high water hyacinth accumulates along the
beaches.
(3) Some communities have been cut off from others and thereby reduce daily
trips and other socio-cultural activities.
Operators in water hyacinth infested areas experience very low rates of returns on
investments. According to Akinyemiju (1989) such communities could be forced out of
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business as a result of losses of up to 200-500% of commodities including fish and other
prOducts.
4.1.5. Fisheries
Fishing is a major occupation of the young, old, men and women of riverine states of
Nigeria. These people settle along the banks and creeks of water bodies where they
fish. Before water hyacinth clearing commenced on Lake Kainji some fishing
communities abandoned fishing. Such communities complained on insurmountable
difficulties of transportation and accumulation within the highly infested water hyacinth
areas. Immobilization of motorized and non-motorised boats and canoes with which
communities fish, thus no doubt result in stagnation of fishing activities. In addition mats
of water hyacinth damage fishing nets and equipment while providing shelter for many
species of fish which are out of reach of fisher folk using cast net. Cattail infestation has
not only disrupted navigation but also fishing activities in many water bodies in Kano,
Jigawa, Bomb, Bauchi etc.
4.1.6. Agriculture/Irrigation
Although there are fragmented reports on water hyacinth menace on agriculture in
Nigeria (Akinyemiju, 1989), not much is documented on the study area. However, local
flood plain farmers of Kainji do experience low yield when floating mats of water
hyacinths during early normal flood cover their farms. The Wase dam also known as
Jankara reservoir was heavily infested by water hyacinth such that the magnitude of
infestation led to near collapse of the dam spillway last year. The damage done was
obvious when the team arrived at the dam site. The high cattail infestation in many
States in the North has further compounded the menace of Quella birds, which are
serious pest ravaging grain production in those areas. The weed has also been
confirmed to have negative effects on water delivery to irrigation areas.
4.1.7. Public Health
Riverine dwellers live in settlements and villages without pipe-borne water and
consequently depend on the water from the lakes, rivers and creeks for domestic and
social utilization. Even in these environments dominated by water hyacinth, dense mats
of water hyacinth prevent people from having access to relatively clearer water. Several
reports have been made of people who die from snakebites harboured by water hyacinth
on Lake Kainji. In fact, the Institute has stocks of anti-snake venom for use by the
people clearing trapped water hyacinth behind the boom at a Zamare/Rofia. Also, not
less than 2 children were reported dead at Old Awuru on Jebba Lake when they
innocently sucked the bulbous water hyacinth along their beaches.
4.1.8. Hydro-power Generation
Presence of high population of Ceratophyllum demersum, Pistia stratiotes and
Salvinia nymphelmula have been reported to hinder the use of water for cooling power
generation equipment outside Nigeria. The timely intervention of NIFFR on Lake Kainji
forestalled such possible adverse effects on the hydro-station. However, where much
control efforts were absent, to avoid power disruption, Jebba Hydro-Station spent
several thousands of Naira to manually clear their intake of water hyacinth between
1995 and 1997.
4.1.9. Lack of Community Awareness
Most Local Government Councils except in Niger, Kebbi, Ogun and Ondo States
have not shown enough commitment to combat the menace of water hyacinth. In the
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Kebbi and Niger States five Local Government Councils (Borgu, Agwara, Shagan, Yauri,
Magama and Ngaski) which have been sensitized and mobUized through a community-
based approach evolved by NIFFR in close collaboration with the Nigerian-German
Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project have displayed a role model to stem the
expansion of water hyacinth (Daddy et a!, 2002). Some private fish farmers in Kaduna
State ignorantly introduced water hyacinth as a means of water conservation.
4.2 Aquatic Weed Control
4.2.1. Manual Control
In all States where Water hyacinth occurs, manual removal with matchets and rakes
is the principal control effort. In some Water bodies, the fishermen clear access way to
the landing sites. However, on Lake Kainji, through NIFFR, fisherfolks are mobilized to
clear their beaches at no cost to the Government. But those plants trapped behind the
boom located at Zamare/Rofia are regularly cleared and paid for by the Institute with
funds provided by the Presidency- Ecological Fund Office. The water hyacinth plants
trapped are harvested with simple hand tools, collected in boats and canoes that ferry
the materials to the shoreline. At the shoreline the materials are loaded into tractor
trailers that dump them into pits located at about 1 kilometer, one on either side of
Zamare and Rofia. Manual control was also prevalent initially along Warn River in Delta
State.
4.2.2. Mechanical Control
In all the States and the Federal Capital Territory except Niger State where NIFFR
initiated and maintained a physical barrier to trap water hyacinth weed, no mechanical
device is used to control water hyacinth. A fisheries project funded by German
Government financially support the efforts of NIFFR to evolve a research control
programme for water hyacinth on Lake Kainji. The German Government wholly
sponsored the design, fabrication and installation of a physical barrier at Zamare/Rofia
(Plate 6) to trap the yearly ingression mats of water hyacinth plants into the Lake. Apart
from the boom other equipment includes, harvesting haul barges, dewaterer and
briquetting machine for safe disposal of harvested water hyacinth. In Ondo and Lagos
States there were instances of mechanical control by a private firm known as EPIC Nig.
Ltd. some couple of years ago, it was revealed that the Federal Government of Nigeria
through its Ministry of Science and Technoloy played very active role in the control.
However, of recent the enthusiasm with which the activity started has dwindled.
4.2.3. Chemical Control
Chemicals are not used in all the areas where water hyacinth has been controlled
except in Ogun State (Akinyemiju, 1993) and Delta State (Akinyemiju, 1994). However,
NIFFR initiated a pilot herbicidal control but funding and fear of residual hazard effects
on the environment stalemated the efforts. Except the control efforts carried out by
NIFFR most other establishments and organizations involved in water hyacinth do not
operate budget. Money is only released when weeds constitute a menace resulting into
community mounting pressure. Even then such amount was never disclosed during
these surveys.
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P'ate 6: A mechanica bocküng device to trap yoary ingressing mats of water hyacinth
mahitainod by MFFR on Lake Kainji at Zamare/Rofia
4.2.4. Natural Control
The flood regimes of some water bodies for instance Kainji Lake do support control
of aquatrc floating plants such as water hyacinth. Floating weeds spread out especially
during the high flood but.are entrapped among other rooted plants along shorelines at
the drawdown phase. Such entrapped floating plants dry up-and are easily gathered and
burnt ouring normal wild bush fires. An engineering- manipulation of this natural
phenomenon is also possible even where the normal drawdown and re4lOoding phases
are not prevalent.
4.2.5. Community Participation Approach
In recent time national government management of natural resources is diminishing
while the role of local community on this aspect is becoming enhanced. Thus community
mobilization as an approach for involving local communities in a natural resource that
bordered on their livelihood was experimented around Kainji Lake Basin (Alamu et al. In
Press). The success attained makes it expedient to recommend such strategy for
adoption in water bodies infested by water hyacinth and other weeds. The strategy
involves comi'nuility mobilization, training, radio production and broadcast, posters and
drama among other meansto create meaningful awareness among the people.
4.3. UTILIZATION
The term aquatic "weed" in general is rather subjective, as it depends highly on the
utilization of the water body, which more often is based on multiple-use. Aquatic weeds
offer a variety of products throughout human history. These products provide diverse
services, which ae of immense benefits. Uses of some, common aquatic plants of
Nigeria have been summarized in Kb and Ola-Adams (1987) and Obot and Ayeni
(1987). It is pertinent to note here that the utilization of aquatic plant resources, as
ethno-botanic materials, is culture and community specific. About 75-80% of the
Nigerian populace still patronize traditional healers who use medicinal aquatic weeds in
various forms and methods with great impact on society (Daddy, 2000): A good number
of theseethno-botanic materials could yield useful compounds as ingredients in modern
drug and pharmaceutical industries if properly investigated. The most widely known
aquatic weeds used as food is the floating rice (Oayza sativa). Less known but olIected
for food in local communities in Nigeria are two wild rice varieties; (Otyza punctata), in
the flood plain of the Cross River) and Oiyza Ion giostaminata in the Northern States of
Nigeria Ayeni et a!, 1999). The mature silky florates of the spike of Typha australis is
used in stuffing pillows and the matresses in native settlements and the fragnant dr
tuber of Cyperus maculatus is sold in Northern Nigeria as perfume. Vossia cuspidata
and Eichhornia crassipes have economic potentials for pulp, paper and fibre. However,
the lists presented above are only restricted to the few species exposed to scientific
studies and documentation. Different cultures around the country have specific uses for
parts of weeds that may have escaped these investigations. From the present surveys
In some rural areas of Kaduna State fruits/of Nymphea'Iotus is eaten (Table 13).
Conversely when water hyacinth is gathered, dried and burnt the local farmers claimed
that the resultant ashes when applied, boosted the yields of their flood recession crops,
such as maize and rice. The Zonal Fisheries Officer in charge of Jankara reservoir
informed the team that the magnitude of infestation of water hyacinth has reduced
because the riparian communities engaged in manual control and after burning the plant
when dried, the ashes are used on their farm as organic fertilizer. In the study area
NIFFR through collaboration with Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi, recently
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acquired dewaterer, mixer and briquetting machine as tools towards water hyacinth
utilization on Kainji Lake
However, aquatic weeds are usually viewed as undesirable due, primarily, to some
negative effects on water storage, transport, capture fisheries and for public health
reasons. Emphasis recently though, has been on the eradication of these weeds from
water bodies but failed to recognize fully their potential useful value. This clearly shows
the depth of our ignorance of aquatic weeds and emphasizes the need for more
investigation before they are completely annihilated. Conversely, the utilization of these
weeds per se is a control strategy. Using water hyacinth and other weeds as raw
materials would offset the cost of harvesting and at the same time be of direct benefit.
Employment opportunities are thereby created for harvesters and various cadre of
personnel in the utilization of these materials for example animal feed, organic fertilizer,
paper, soft pads, fibre board, ceiling board, gaskets and production of biogas etc.
Tablel3: List of Aquatic weeds of River Basins of Nigeria and their Utihsation
Common Name of Weeds Local Names* Utilisation*
Water hyacinth Hausa- kainuwa In the Kainji Lake Basin crop
recession farmers use the ash
as organic fertilizer
Water lettuce Hausa-Kainawa
.Yoruba-Ojuoro
Part of concoction for the
treatment of flu
Water lily Hausa- Bado
.Yoruba-Osibata
Fruits are eaten. Leaves and
stems are used as part of
concoction to treat guinea-worm
Cattail Hausa - katchala Roofing thatched houses and
inflorescence to stuff mattresses
and pillows. Stem as fodder
Water fern - - No known use
Eichhornia crassipes Livestock feed
Leersia hexandra Hausa-Shinkafa
fadama
•Yoruba- Abeko
Livestock feed
Ceratophyllum demersum - Aquarial material
Ludwig/a stolonifera Hausa-Turgunuwa
fadama -
Useful as Soup ingredient
!pomoea aquatica Hausa-Giga yara
Yoruba-Odunkun odo
Livestock fodder
Cyperus exaltatus Hausa-Aya Poultry feed, perfume,
insecticide
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